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of an effective style. Bede in his sermons, Thomas a. Kempis, and
other writers have been shown to have used these ornaments with
the same monotonous persistency and to have woven them into the
same intricate patterns as those of the euphuists.1 From wiiters in
Latin they passed into eaily English prose. They have been traced
in the Ayenblte of Imuyt, in Richard Rolle of Hampole and the
mystic Walter Hilton, and so on to Fishei and Latimer's sermons,
and to the other exponents of a euphuistic style who preceded Lyly.2
And these peculiar figures arc commonly found associated with the
peculiar similes which were fastened upon by contemporary critics
as the hall-mark of euphuism , the mediaeval rhetorician was as
fond of the one as of the other. Eitilo culto, and its sub-variety
euphuism, owed next to nothing to the icvival of learning ; it was
something, on the contrary, antipathetic to such humanists as More
and Elyot, who inculcated classical standards in prose composition.3
The euphuistic fashion of writing, and also of speaking, was Influence
cultivated enthusiastically for a few years after Lyly had carried it °f
to the last stage of elaboration ; then it was contemptuously aban- euP
doned.   But the cult was not without its lesson to writers of prose,
especially prose fiction.   The kind of prose urgently required, even
if nobody yet realized the want, was one adapted to the description
of everyday reality and the natural expression of thoughts and feel-
ings—a style that would attract little attention to itself, but would
form, as it were, a transpatent medium between the reader and the
life presented.    Any disturbance of the stiff and cumbrous prose
that was accepted as the regular literary equipage could not fail to
1 Cioll and demons, pp. xk\v -xxxvj.	2 Ibid^ Ivi -Ivin.
J Why the revival oi the schemata had such a charm for the sixteenth century
is well put by Messus Cioll and demons (see their introduction, pp, liv andlx) •
•'The true explanation of the phenomenon is certainly that now for the fiist
time these figuies appealed in an aitistic and elaborate use in the vernacular.
The novelty consists not in the figures themselves, but m the fact that they
are sounded on a new instrument, and that an ait which had been the possession
of cleiks alone becomes th<k property of men and women of the world In
the history of fashions there aie episodes much stianger than this . . . The
phenomenon was caused by the concuuence oi rhc same elements in the
taste of the Renaissance that gave the chaiactei of ornateness to nearly all
of its ait, the same mixtuie ol the classical, the mediaeval, and the couitly
in the cultuie oi the age that makes the Orlando Furtoso, for instance, and the
Faerie Queem^ so fantastic and so unclassical. And of the causes that apply
paiticulaily to prose-style, the fiist place must be given, not to the imitation
of the classics, but to the novelty of literary prose in the vernacular, and the
need of adapting the familial speech to unaccustomed uses of ait and beauty."
vol, n.—E

